Jungle Problems
The following problems are from the Maharaja’s Tasks module of the Beyond
Activities Project of the California Department of Public Instruction.
Use each problem separately and give children plenty of time to work on
solutions. You may choose to have them work in groups, pairs, or
independently, or to make that choice themselves. Emphasize the need for
showing their work and for explaining their thinking process in writing. This
may not be easy for them in the beginning, but as they work through the
problems and discuss ways to improve their solution strategies and
explanations, their performance will improve.
Jungle Problem 5
There are 83 crocodiles.
Each maharaja takes the same amount of crocodiles for his fish pond.
There are 5 crocodiles left over.
How many crocodiles did each maharaja get?
Show your work and explain your thinking.
Jungle Problem 6
Just before sunset, the maharaja’s five children took the oxen to the river for
water.
They can handle seven oxen in one trip.
How many trips will the children need to make to take 44 oxen to the river?
Show your work and explain your thinking.
Jungle Problem 7
At night, an elephant needs to be tethered so that it will not run away.
Each tether is thirteen feet long.
The maharajas brought 493 feet of rope.
Do they have enough rope to tether all 42 elephants?
Show your work and explain your thinking.
Jungle Problem 8
Dates grow in clusters with twelve to twenty-four dates per cluster.
Six of the maharajas’ servants picked 2,036 dates this morning.
How many clusters could they have picked?
Show your work and explain your thinking.

Just before sunset, the maharaja’s five children took the oxen to the
river for water.
They can handle seven oxen in one trip.
How many trips will the children need to make to take 44 oxen to
the river?
Show your work and explain your thinking.
Rubric for Scoring
0
1

2
3

No answer, or
Wrong answer based on inappropriate plan
Incorrect answer but uses an appropriate strategy, or
Only completes one step of the problem, or
Correct answer with inaccurate explanation, not related to
the problem
Correct answer but incomplete or unclear explanation, or
Correct answer, but minor errors in work
Correct answer with appropriate strategy used and
completed, and
Correct solution clearly stated, and
Clear and correct explanation of process

Checklist:
Is your answer correct?
Is your solution clearly stated?
Does your strategy fit the problem?
Did you give a clear and correct explanation of your thinking?

Score your solution. Justify your decision.
Score:
Why?

General Rubric for Jungle Problems (or others)

0 – No answer, or
Wrong answer based on inappropriate plan
1 – Incorrect answer but uses an appropriate strategy, or
Only completes one step of the problem, or
Correct answer with inaccurate explanation,
not related to the problem
2 – Correct answer but incomplete or unclear
explanation, or
Correct answer, but minor errors in work
3 – Correct answer with appropriate strategy used and
completed, and
Correct solution clearly stated, and
Clear and correct explanation of process

Rubric for Jungle Problem #5 (83 Crocodiles)

Name
Number of Correct Solutions
No incorrect solutions
Work shown, appropriate strategy
Explanation fits problem
Explanation and/or work especially clear
Solution clearly stated
TOTAL SCORE
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Jungle Geometry Problem
Part 1
The maharajas want you to work in pairs and prepare a chart. The chart will
show how many pens can be built with 36 logs when you use different
polygons.
Find out how many three-sided pens you can make. Then find the number
of four-sided, five-sided, six-sided. . . . . pens that can be made. Use the
proper names for each polygon.
Record your data for pens of each shape.
You will need to add two extra columns to your chart, but leave them blank
at this time.
Your chart will look something like this:
POLYGON

NUMBER
OF SIDES

Triangle

3

NUMBER
OF PENS

Part 2
You and your partner will add to your chart as follows:
1. Label the fourth column “Number of Elephants in Pens.”
2. Label the last column “Total Logs Used.”
3. Use the Kings’ Rule to complete your chart.
Kings’ Rule:
Each pen holds exactly two less elephants than its number of
sides
A square pen will hold 4-2=2 elephants, an octagon will hold 82=6 elephants.
Now your chart will look like this:
POLYGON NUMBER
OF
SIDES
Triangle

3

NUMBER
OF PENS

NUMBER OF
ELEPHANTS IN
PENS

TOTAL
LOGS
USED

